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KEY SELLING POINTS:â€¢ Includes:Â Â Â  - 48-page State fact bookÂ Â Â  - 2 maps: map of

geography and a topographic mapÂ Â Â  - Magnetic puzzle â€¢ Teacher approved. Perfect for back

to school promotions.â€¢ Perfect for family road trips and a fun backseat toy!Educational and

interactive. Kids will love learning about the 50 states with this innovative book and magnetic puzzle

map.   Inside the case, kids will find a 48-page book packed with facts and stats, as well as an

interactive magnetic puzzle that teaches the geography of the United States of America.

Underneath the puzzle is another map that teaches the physical geography of the USA.   Teacher

approved. Perfect for back to school! Perfect for family road trips and a fun backseat toy!   Includes: 

 - 48-page State fact book   - 2 maps: map of geography and a topographic map   - Magnetic puzzle
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Nice quality magnetic puzzle map. I bought 3 and all for adults in my life who don't seem to know

where the states are. It's great to put it on a refrigerator so it's just there when you need it. All the

states come apart individually or you can put the whole thing up in one big chunk. I really like this.

And for those who don't know where a particular state it, it's fun to have it to look at.

Great for kids to learn the states. My 3 year .d grand daughter does the puzzle and knows all the

states.

I know it's a children's book, but I bought this for myself! I wanted to keep track of all the states I've

visited but don't like the individual shapes that gt sold as they are not to scale. This is much more

colorful and a great conversation piece!If you're buying this fr children I admit that some of the

magnets are an extremely tight fit so it may pose a challenge to little fingers. I've skimmed the book

and it appears to be full of fun facts! It' a great value!

My granny gave me a state map puzzle when I was a young child. I put it together at least 10,000

times. I still have it and cherish it. I noticed my 5 year old daughter likes to look at maps. I looked up

state map puzzles and found this one. She loves to put the map together on the refrigerator. She

likes the state facts in the book. Best of all, she wants to spend time with me when she puts the

puzzle together. I believe this was money well spent.

This was a very well received gift to a young boy. In a few days, he could identify where he lived

and where many of his relatives lived around the U.S.A. He also learned something about each of

the statre, where his cousins lived. It was fun for the boy and provided and interesting way for his

parents to interact with him.

Fun an educational. Grandkids love playing with the puzzle an enjoy reading the facts about the

states. A quality product.

perfect first states book for grammar school--magnetic map in back part of book great way to

store--great idea--prob not good around toddlers-- pieces small-- book for precocious six year old

who loves!



I would have given the book a 5 star rating, but one of the states had been ripped out of the book

and I had to return it. I'm waiting for a replacement. I would still recommend buying this just to have

the Facts booklet.
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